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Abstract
This work presents modern approach for damage detection in the composite main rotor
blades MRB of helicopters. All inspections were made with the use automated systems
based on Personal Computer – acquisition and database collection. Non Destructive
Testing Methods used for the purpose of that work were the following:
• qualitative: shearography, DAIS;
• quantitative: Mechanical Impedance Analysis, Pitch – Catch, Ultrasonic.
In the article results inspection of specimens with artificial defects made from composite
specimens: carbon and glass fiber with sandwich and multilayer and honeycomb structure
are presented.
Results describe detectability and Possibility of Detection (PoD) for flaws of different
size, shape and different kind. Moreover estimation of size was delivered with the use of
measurement tools included in the software of automated systems. For comparison of
accuracy and reliability of those system software used Kernel of Mathematica Library was
created. This software is based on criteria defined for the user and makes possible
automatic calculating size of the defect. That software enables much faster and much
accurate size estimation of defects. Moreover for the future purposes possibility of
automated procedures for flaw estimation could be developed.
On the basis of that measurements (and results describing PoD of selected techniques)
further tests were applied on the samples of composite main rotor blade of W-3 helicopter.
The specimens were prepared with some defects and inspection was performed with the
use of selected techniques. Moreover behavior of composite blade structure under low
energy impact test of mechanical object was determined.
That work proved necessity of the use Non Destructive Testing methods for the quality
control and maintenance procedures of composite main rotor blades.
Keywords: Modern Nondestructive Testing Methods, Composite Main Rotor Blades,
Image Processing, Techniques Evaluation, Automated Data Collection
1. Introduction
Composite structures become more popular in the aerospace industry because of their
unique features and such as: excellent strength/weight ratio, corrosion resistance,
possibility for complicate shape manufacturing. Extensive use of composites in Aerospace
components nowadays become real and one of the examples such trend is Boeing 787
Dreamliner aircraft, where nearly 50% of aircraft structure has been made from composite
elements [1].
Nowadays such responsible components as Main Rotor Blades (MRB) of Helicopters
are made from the composite materials as well. That work was done on the base of MRB
of helicopters manufactured in Poland and such as PZL W-3 Sokol, and PZL W-4
Puszczyk. These blades are made from Glass Fibre Reinforced elements GFR. In the

blades structure spar is reinforced with the use Glass Roving material and honeycomb
elements are made from Nomex or Glass Epoxy. Figure 1 Presents crossection of W-3
MRB [2].

Fig.1 Crossection of MRB helicopter
Spar has got reinforcements from the roving glass fibers and is filled with the foam.
During the MRB manufacturing (as well as other composites elements) different structural
faults might occur, which affect structural integrity and durability of such elements [3].
Moreover these faults may increase during the MRB operating which lead to
catastrophical failures.
Structural faults which may lead to such failures are the following: disbonds,
delaminations, foreing object inclusions, porosity, water inclusions etc.
To prevent such events appropriate quality control which purpose is to monitor structural
integrity of such components must be applied. For that purposed appropriate NDT (Non
Destructive Testing) techniques has to be applied. In the article approach for detecting
such failure modes with the use of advanced NDT techniques as well as modern data
assessing tool will be presented.
2. Problem Identification
To ensure there is possibility for early stage damage detection there is necessity for
test conducting, which will provide data for Possibility of Detection (PoD) evaluation of
the used techniques. For the test purpose the following techniques were used:
• qualitative: shearography, DAIS;
• quantitative: Mechanical Impedance Analysis (MIA), Pitch – Catch, Resonance,
Ultrasonic.
The key for such techniques selection was connected with possibility of damage size
description. Quantitative techniques are capable to deliver information about damage size
whereas qualitative present information about damage (yes/no) existence. At the very
beginning of tests specimens with artifical flaws distribution (so called blind test) were
prepared to determine techniques capability for damage detection. On the basis of these
techniques capability of detection was determined for low energy impact damages on the
MRB structure of W-3 helicopter. On the Figure 2 example data received during the tests
have been presented. On the basis of that tests final results were determined which
indicates qualitative techniques much faster than quantitative but they are not enabling
possibility of detection damages deeper located into the structure and such as
delaminations. The second disadvantage it is lack of information about damage size.
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That test was the first step to characterize used NDT for damage detection caused by the
low energy impacts. PoD comparison for qualitative and quantitative techniques was
determined. Because these test did not answer the question about the accuracy of the size
description further work was applied to develop automated data evaluation environment.
3. Test programme
3.1. Specimen testing
Due to the courtesy of FAA NDI Validation Centre, Sandra National Laboratory
located at Albuquerque USA range specimens was delivered to perform tests. The Sandia
specimens as well those prepared at the AFIT covered the selected range of failure modes
and such as: disbonds, foreign object inclusions, delaminations, honeycomb damages,
porosity and water ingress.
For the test purposes the following quantitative NDT techniques were applied: MIA,
Resonance, Ultrasonic including Phased Array. All inspections were completed with the
use of automated data collection process which enables C-scan data presentation. On the
Figure 3 presented specimens collection and results of inspection.

Fig.3 Picture of specimens and C-scan UT data results

That approach makes possible PoD characterization of selected techniques with respect to
selected damages and NDT techniques. During the tests, necessity of parameter
optimalization and such as frequencies, sampling, data collecting resolution was necessary
to achieve high level of confidency results obtained during the tests. On the basis of that
inspections rank test for selected techniques was determined. Figure 4 presents results of
ranks assigned to selected techniques in detection of specific damage.
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Fig. 4 Ranks assigned to selected techniques
As we can see the best techniques for detection:
A) skin to honeycomb disbonds
– MIA
B) delaminations
– UT
C) core damages
– Resonance & MIA
D) thickness changes
– UT
E) foreign objects damages
– UT
The next step for delivering the apprioprate technique for inspection was to determine
accuracy of selected techniques determination.
3.2. Damage size description
For the determining of accuracy of selected techniques size description with the use of
tools included in the software of automated system was delivered in comparison to
elaborated software which is based on the Numerical Computation of collected data
known as Digital Image Processing. Specimens delivered to the tests had damages with
determined size. Data processed in that way enabled the following error calculation:
• Mean value of relative error;
• Mean value of absolute error
Picture 5 presents data processing algorithm with the use of elaborated software. In the
software algorithms for segmentation damages into o separate Regions of Interest is
applied. Further processing is being conducted with the use of edge detection and binary
filtering procedures. Software makes possible automated damages size estimation on the
base of inspection data collecting resolution. Based on the signal features such as
amplitude for the ultrasonic Pseudo 3D characterization of damage distribution can be
applied.

Software enables error estimation on the base of known damage size of inspected
specimens. Figure 5 presents software approach for data evaluation.

Fig.5 Data processing algorithm
Data processing with the use of numerical environment is much faster, data are not
affected by the random events caused by the so called human factor in the manual
(operator) data assessing, moreover for the future purposes possibility of enhanced
automated data evaluation is being considered. Example data results obtained during the
test are presented on the Figure 6.
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Pic. 6 Mean values of errors obtained during the data evaluation
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Fig. 6 Values of errors of data evaluation
For the test need two operators (marked as Operator 1 &2) independently were assessing
collected data. The same work was performed using the numerical tool (marked as
platform). Results were surprising. Data evaluation by the operators is being characterized
by greater value of errors, lack of repeatability, effect of error increasing with the time of
work of operator. Moreover greater values of errors for the operators were achieved by the
more complicated shapes. As we can see on the Figure 6 values of the errors of the

operators has got random distribution whereas errors determined for the platform have got
smoother distribution.
Based on that data, tests on the specimen made from W-3 blade was applied. In that
blade artificial defects were made to simulate real defects and such as delaminations and
disbonds as well as water ingress inclusions. Elaborated techniques makes possible in
service inspection as well as could be applied for quality control during the maintenance.
Moreover durability of these blades has been determined on the low energy impact test of
so called blind impactors. These test gave information about energy and energy/area of
impact into the failure mode creation and damage size. Determined size of damages could
be referred to limits elaborated by the manufacturer. That gives idea about further service
life of MRB.
Performed inspections proved possibility of important damage detection from the
point of view durability of MRB.

4. Conclusions
Work which has been done was the first effort to elaborate modern and rapid
technique of structural integrity characterization of MRB of helicopters. Applied software
for that process enables reliable damage size estimation. Average size error estimation
with the use of software reached 10 %. The most important feature of applied test is
versatility and mobility of tested techniques. Flaw size inspection and estimation could be
done on-site what enables in service inspection possibility of MRB and makes possible
condition monitoring which can lead to Condition Based Maintenance CBM of such
structures.
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